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I recently published an article that posed a question to theologians,
inspired by what I have seen in science. I am still hoping for a
response. I am still curious about the theology. To be clear, this is not
a forum for scientific debate, but an invitation to creatively and
productively engage mainstream science with theology. Responses to
my question can be found here.

The Riddle of the 100 Year-Old Tree

Let us imagine that God creates a fully grown tree today, and places it
in a forest. A week later, a scientist and a theologian encounter this
tree. The theologian believes that God is trustworthy and has clearly
communicated to him that this tree was created just a week ago. The
scientist bores a hole in the tree, and counts its rings. There are 100
rings, so he concludes that the tree is 100 years old. Who is right? In
some senses, both the scientist and the theologian are right. God
created a one week old tree (the true age) that looks 100 years old
(the scientific age). Moreover, it would be absurd for the theologian to
deny the 100 rings that the scientist uncovered, or to dispute the
scientific age of the tree. Likewise, the scientist cannot really
presume to disprove God.

Instead, the theologian should wonder why God would not leave
clear, indisputable evidence that the tree is just a week old. My
question to the theologians:

Why might God choose not to leave evidence that this 100-year old
tree is on week old?

Alternatively,

why might God choose to leave evidence that the week-old tree is
100 years old?1

An Analogy to Evolution

In context, the parable is rooted in the strong evidence for common
ancestry of humans and chimpanzees. Many Christians disagree and
believe that humans were specially created. Maybe they are right. Let
us, for a moment, leave the scientific debate aside, to look at the
much more interesting theological question. PPrresuming that humansesuming that humans
wwerere speciale speciallly cry createated, whed, why did God cry did God createate us te us to look moro look more similar te similar too
chimpanzchimpanzees than rees than rats arats are te to mico mice? Whe? Why do wy do we look like look like we we share share ae a
ccommon ancommon ancesesttor with them?or with them? Some may avoid this scientific framing
altogether and focus on the story of the tree. Evolution is a hot

1. Similar variations of these questions are all acceptable in the responses.

button, and the 100-year old tree is a more approachable way to
enter the conversation.

The Scientist’s Question

Scientists in our world ask every day: if God exists, why isn’t there
more scientific evidence for God’s existence? If evolution is false, why
is there no clear scientific evidence against it?

Even if you dispute the question’s premise, this is our genuine starting
point. We trust our scientific expertise in doing scientific work, and
are not intentionally misrepresenting the evidence. We have devoted
our entire lives to science. For us, science is not a hobby or an
ideological crusade. Rather, it is a vocation. I will grant that science is
sometimes wrong, but our error in so clearly seeing the evidence for
the common descent of man is not obvious. On scientific grounds, we
do not find arguments against evolution compelling. Especially in light
of genomic science, it is as if we bored a hole into the tree, counted
the rings, and calculated its age. Without doubt, scientifically
speaking, humans look like we share an ancestor with apes.

Why might God have done this? WhWhy hasny hasn’t scienc’t science fe found God?ound God?
WhWhyy cancan’t’t sciencscience clearle clearly shoy show Godw God eexisxiststs, is, is ggood, and wood, and wants tants to beo be
knoknown?wn?

Call For Responses

WhWhy might God choose not ty might God choose not to leao leavve ee evidencvidence that the 100-e that the 100-yyear oldear old
trtree is jusee is just a wt a week old?eek old?

Email your thoughtful response, and I will post it on my blog, for
everyone to see.

< Who maWho may ry respond?espond? Any one may respond, but the opinions of
trained theologians and philosophers are most interesting to all of us.
Non-theologians should take extra care to explain how their
understanding resonates with or connects to specific theological
schools of thought or denominations.

What is not alWhat is not allolowwed?ed? Obviously ignorant or inflammatory responses
will be rejected. Responses focused on the science alone will be
rejected. Remember, even if my science is wrong, it is not obvious
how it is wrong. Why isn’t the evidence more clear? This is not meant
to be a forum for scientific debate or public vilification, but a place for
thinking about the theological question.

What fWhat format and sormat and style?tyle? Send me a Word document with 1000 to
2000 words, targeted at a broad audience. You may use references,
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but this is not required. Also give me your full name (no pseudonyms),
credentials, and academic appointment (if applicable).

What is the timeline?What is the timeline? I will accept responses through the end of
2016. I will start posting them once I get the first three quality
responses, which I imagine will be about a month from now.

AnAny gy gototchas?chas? It will be presumed that any submissions to me can be
lightly edited (for grammar and typos) and republished in entirety

(and with attribution) as I see fit. Anyone unwilling to agree to these
terms needs to explicitly ask for an exception at the time of
submission, and obtain written confirmation from me.

Is therIs there a re a reewwarard?d? The reward is having your ideas considered by
thoughtful people. And, if I like your response, I’ll buy you a beer if
we ever get a chance to meet in Saint Louis or on one of my many
trips.
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